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We have determined by a direct molecular beam velocity measurement

that transiational energy accommodation of O_ molecules scattered from a

reactive hot polycrystalline tungsten target is very inefficient. Translational

energy accommodation is inefficient whether the surface is clean or covered

with oxygen atoms to a varying extent, even though in the latter case the

scattering is diffuse. On a clean tungsten surface the scattering of the O_

is specular. The results show directly that diffuse scattering does not imply

or require large energy accommodation. They also show that this surface

covered with atoms matching the incoming beam atoms is not an efficient

energy accommodator. Thus a diminished role for mass matching in energy

transfer is apparent.

At the highest t jngsten surface temperatures more than 90% of the in-

coming O« reacted (mostly to form O atoms): Failure to react is associated

with failure to accommodate. At lower surface temperatures 10GO-2000K

the surface had oxygen coverage of varying extent: Failure to react

is associated both with failure to accommodate and degree of coverage of

the surface by chemisorbed O.

To understand why the O« scattering was diffuse and yet substantially

unaccommodated (in energy) in the temperature range when the surface was

oxidized, helium was added to the oxygen beam and the simultaneous

scattering pattern of He and O_ were determined by suitable settings of
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the mass spectrometer detector. It was found that the angular distribution

of He was almost identical to O? . This shows that the diffuse scattering

of CL observed on oxidized tungsten is largely due to atomic surface

roughness.

Measurements of very small translational energy accommodation

of O« on hot tun^Jten have been previously performed by an indirect

method depending upon the variation of sensitivity of an electron bombard-

ment source mass spectrometer with molecular velocity: The method

assumed that the angular distribution of scattered O» was specular and

independent of temperature. We have also observed similar inefficient ac-

commodation of D_ on hot tungsten. It was established that there were no

"delayed" or "low frequency" components present that would make the

present results somewhat a tautology: rapidly reemitted particles have short

residence times and hence fail to accommodate. This result is not surprising

in view of observations that chemisorbed oxygen never desorbs from tungsten

in the form of O».

West and Somoqai2 scattered O_ from clean Pt (100) with 45° in-

cidence and found a broad specular O_ peak similar to the one we have

found for O 9 on clean W. Our present results for clean tungsten are not

exactly comparable since we are seeing only the residue (perhaps 10%) of

molecules thot did not react. It may not be surprising then that the O ?

that did not react had a velocity distribution peaked at its incident

speed: The O_ that interacted strongly enough to suffer a speed change

was more likely to undergo chemical reaction. But it is also possible

that chemical reaction resulted from steric, phasing, or surface
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energy distribution conditions that are unrelated to

prospective elastic or near elastic scattering: O_ scattering with an

independent possibility of chemical reaction is possibly similar to scatter-

ing dominated by an appropriately sized van der Waals interaction i .e.

like Ne or Ar (if we further neglect the rotational degree of freedom of

the 0 2 ) . Then the similarity of the platinum and tungsten cases may not

be so surprising. We know of no comparable experiments for the oxidized

surfaces. But in this case the reactivity is small and the van der Waals

forces smaller than for the bare metal. Estimates of the accommodation

of the lighter noble gases on tungsten are generally very small: Hence

O- does not greatly accommodate because the lighter noble gases do not

3 4

greatly accommodate. On the other hand Subbarao and Miller

found substantially larger variation of scattered particle energy with

scattering angle for neon and argon on silver than we do for O~ on W,

or oxidized W.

The present results show the fallacy of the inference that diffusely

scattered particles are thermalized. Subbarao and Miller classified

scattering regimes as "thermal" or "structure factor" dominated. In our

studies at temperatures higher than about 1600K the scattering is structure

factor dominated because there is persistence of the initial beam velocity

and the scattering patterns of He and O ? are similar if not identical. At

temperatures between 1000 and 1500K the temperature of the scattered

beam is lower than the surface, yet the scattered beam's most probable

velocity is also lower than its incident velocity. Collisionally induced

energy transfer into the cold rotational degrees of freedom may be the

6cause.
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It is not possible to classify the scattering of O_ according to the

manifestations of "quasi-elastic", "inelastic", or "trapping dominated"

scattering as described to apply to noble gas scattering on metals by

Weinberg. But this may have been expected because of the complica-

tions of reactivity, rotational freedom, and surface oxidation.
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